
Speaker Bio: 

Christine “Buffy” Beckwith is an Award-Winning, Executive Sales Leader who has spent 30 years in the 

Mortgage finance industry. Her life and career are the culmination success stories that reach all the way 

back to her childhood.  A Best Selling and Award-Winning Author, Christine branched out in 2018 to 

begin her dream job as the Founder and President of 20/20 Vision for Success Coaching and Consulting.  

After breaking many glass ceilings in the Mortgage and Banking Industry Christine is a columnist for 

magazines and is a special correspondent anchoring the news and interviewing experts in her industry. 

She is the publisher of a successful industry-themed duo of magazines and an advocate for women, 

dedicating a complete division in her own company to the cause amongst many causes and communities 

she touches at a vast level.   

Christine is active on the national speaking circuit, lecturing on topics including her expertise in finance, 

and sharing her personal stories of inspiration and motivation while delivering both tactical and practical 

advice. Over the span of Christine’s 30 year career, she consistently ranked in the top 5% of the 

respective sales teams beginning with her years as an originator all the way through the sales ranks in 

many layers of branch, reaching eventually regional then senior leadership roles.   She has been coined 

by MPA Magazine “The Gordon Ramsey of Banking Coaches” for her ability to take companies and 

teams to superior financial success.  

Breaking mainstream in 2019 Christine has appeared on huge stages to speak, kicking off the year at the 

Miami Garden Stadium with Gary Vaynerchuk Agent2021 as the “Real Estate Expert Panel” Moderator.  

She has spoken at the Anaheim Convention center in Los Angeles, The Hard Rock Casino in Atlantic City, 

NJ and for numerous prestigious organizations and media companies. 

Christine will tell you that writing, teaching, and speaking are at the core of who she is, enabling her 

legacy work with a commitment to make a difference in the lives of professionals and youth 

everywhere.   

Christine is a mother, a girlfriend, a daughter, a sister, an aunt, a home maker, and a lover of laughter, 

good health, home and heritage.  She calls herself “a happy human”.   


